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Abstract— In military environments, nodes suffer from
intermittent connectivity of network and frequency variations
in partitions. The ultimate resolution to this issue is solving by
Disruption-Tolerant Network (DTN) providing a friendly
environment to communicate among themselves and share
confidential information via wireless devices. To maintain
confidentiality and reliability in this scenario is mandatory to
update policies for data retrieval securely. The policies of
authorization can be enforced using Ciphertext-Policy
Attribute-based
Encryption
(CP-ABE).
The
later
implementation of CP-ABE can lead to severe privacy and
security complications with regard to key escrow attribute
revocation and attributes coordination issued by various
authorities. In this area of research, we suggested an efficient
data retrieval scheme which is more secure for decentralized
DTNs. The secure data retrieval is manageable for
independent attributes with multiple key authorities. We also
demonstrated how the suggested mechanism is applicable to
manage efficient and secure distribution of data confidentially
in disruption tolerant military networks.
Index Terms— Ciphertext-Policy Attribute Based
Encryption, Data Confidentiality, Decentralized CP-ABE,
Decentralized DTNs, Disruption-Tolerant Network.

I. INTRODUCTION
The connections established by soldiers in military networks
are through wireless devices. These connections may be
disconnected temporarily by environmental factors, jamming
and mobility especially in hostile environments.
Technologies like Disruption Tolerant Networks are
becoming more successful by allowing the nodes to
communication together in these networking environments
extremely. More typical, the source node during the time of
data access the messages has to wait in the intermediate node
for some time until the connection is established eventually
in the non-presence of node-to-node connection between the
source pair and destination pair. Chuah and Roy has
introduced DTN based storage nodes where the data is
replicated in such a way that only authorized remote nodes
can access information needed a high speed and efficiency.
Most of the military technology applications need an
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increased protection of data confidentiality which must
include control methods to access and enforced the same
cryptographically. In most of the cases, it is necessary to
provide variations in access services so that policies to access
data are defined over user roles or attributes and are handled
by numerous key authorities. We in this paper refer to the
conventional architecture called Disruption Tolerant
Network architecture where numerous authorities can
manage and issue their attribute keys as decentralized
independently.
The attribute-based encryption (ABE) concept is an
approach that fulfills data retrieval requirements securely in
DTNs. The ABE facility can enables a control over the access
of encrypted data by using policies and attributes among the
private keys and encrypted text. Especially CP-ABE provides
a way to encrypt data so that encryptor defines the set of
attributes that are needed to decrypt in order to obtain the
decrypted text.
However, the application of CP-ABE to disruption tolerant
networks can introduce various privacy and security
challenges. Key renovation or update for every attribute is
mandatory to make systems secure because many of the users
may modify their associated attributes at their moving region
or few private keys may be compromised. This means that the
revocation of some single user or attribute in a group may
affect the attributes associated redistributed or changed to all
other associated members in a group.
For example, if any of the users newly joins or leaves from
an attribute group, then an associated attribute key typically
be redistributed and changed to all the associated members in
the related group for forward and backward secrecy. It also
result in bottleneck during the procedure of rekeying or
degradation of security due to the late updating of the
existing attribute key immediately.
II. RELATED WORK
CP-ABE can be implemented in two methods named Key
Policy ABE and Cipher Text Policy ABE. In key policy ABE,
an encryptor gets to label an encrypted text with a collection
of attributes. A policy was chosen by key authority to
determine for user which encrypted text the user may decrypt
and simultaneously can issue the key with an embedded
policy into each user’s key. To avoid complexity the keys and
the encrypted text roles has been revised in CP-ABE. The
encrypted text is created based on the access policy chosen
with respect of attributes set. Key-Policy ABE enables
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encryptor like commander to select certain policy of access reliable and secure communication network among a key
and to encrypt more confidential data in view of access central authority and every local authority at the time of key
structure via related public keys encryption.
setup and phase generation. Every internal authority will
manage non-identical attributes and corresponding key
A. Attribute Revocation
attributes are issued to the user. They also grant access
Boldyreva and Bethencourt suggested first key revocation privileges to each used based on their attributes. At any case
implementation in Cipertext Policy-ABE and Key-Policy the key authorities will never get compromised and always
ABE. Their solutions append each attribute a date of maintains confidentiality.
expiration and after expiration distribute a new pair of keys
to verify users.
B. Key Escrow
Many of the ABE schemes are developed based on an
architecture where an individual trusted authority has the
efficiency to generate user’s private keys with its
non-dependent secret information. Thus, the problem of key
escrow is inherent so that the secret key generation in the
system can decrypt every encrypted text addressed at any
time to users.
C. Decentralized ABE
Roy and Huang suggested CP-ABE decentralized schemes in
the network environment with multiple authorities. Over the
issued attributes, they have achieved a combined policy of
access from several authorities by data encryption data
multiple number of times. The main drawbacks of this
method are access policy expressiveness and efficiency.
III. DTN ARCHITECTURE
In this research section, we suggest a secure scheme of data
retrieval based on attribute set using CP-ABE for DTN’s
which are decentralized. The suggested scheme attributes
achieve an immediate revocation by enhancing
forward/backward secrecy of private data by reducing
vulnerability windows. Next, encryptors in CP-ABE can
define an analytical access policy issued under attributes and
any select pair of authorities. Finally, the problem of key
escrow is resolved by issuing an escrow-free protocol which
exploits decentralized DTN architecture characteristics. The
protocol to issue key can generate and issue a secret key to the
user by a protocol called 2PC abbreviated as two party
computations among the key authorities based on their own
underlying secrets.
The 2PC protocol discourages the key authorities in
obtaining any confidential information among each other so
that no user alone can generate an entire set of user keys. So
it is not needed to the user to trust fully the authorities and to
protect their confidential shared data among. The
confidentiality and the privacy of the data can be enforced
cryptographically in opposition to any interested key
authorities in the suggested scheme. The paper described an
architecture depicted with security model in figure1 as
follows:
1. Key Authorities: A group of people is a key generation
centers generate public or secret CP-ABE parameters. The
centralized area consists of key authorities establishes more

Figure 1: Architecture representing Secure Data Retrieval in DTN’s

Figure 1 shows the DTN architecture which consists of the
system entities such as
2. Storage node: It is an entity which stores data received
from sender and provides access to users and it may be static
and similar to the existing schemes.
3. Sender: A person or an entity that owns confidential data
and interested to store the same into the external storage node
for better sharing and reliable delivery among the users in
the extreme communication environment. The sender is sole
responsible to define attribute-based access policy and to
apply on its personal data by converting into cipher text
before storing it in the node.
4. User: A person or a mobile node entity who need to access
the stored data at the storage node end. If a user has a pair of
attributes obeying the policy of access for the cipher text
defined by the entity sender, and then will be to retrieve the
encrypted text and obtain the original plain text.
As the key authorities play semi-trusted role, they should be
discouraged in accessing plaintext from the storage node.
Simultaneously still they can be able to provide secret key to
an individual user. To provide the key the local authorities
involve in the utilization of 2PC protocol issued independent
of key components at the time of issuing key to the user. 2PC
protocol is very efficient in not making anyone to generate an
entire set of secret keys of the individual user. This is
implemented efficiently because the central key authorities
never involve in guessing the pair of secret keys of an
individual user.
In the area of data analysis and security, we analyze first
and compare the efficiency of the suggested scheme to the
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current CP-ABE schemes in an aspect of theory. Then, its channel for the wireless devices to communicate among them
efficiency is revealed in the simulation network in terms of to exchange the more confidential data reliably. CP-ABE is a
communication cost. We studied its efficiency while mechanism which can solve the problem of inherent key
implementing with a pair of specific parameters and to escrow by providing a confidential and guarantee secure data
compare the results obtained by the other schemes. Later the retrieval even though the multiple authorities are not trusted
paper also analyzed the security requirements in terms of fully or compromised.
collusion resistance, data confidentiality, backward and
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forward secrecy.
IV. SIMULATION
In the DTN application simulation, we considered attribute
based encryption using the protected internet. Anmar and
Almeroth demonstrated a group behavior and showed that
user joining a group will follow a rate with Poisson
distribution, and the duration time of the membership
following an exponential sharing with a 1/µ mean duration.
We considered that user identically and independently can
join and exit events distributed in each group of attributes
followed by Poisson distribution. The duration time of
membership for an attribute is supposed an exponential
distribution following. We also set the time of interarrival
among users as 20 minutes with an average duration time of
membership as 20 h. Fig. 2 represents the count of current
and revoked users in a multiple attribute during the time100
h.
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Finally, we analyzed and measure the cost of computation by
a sender for encrypting and by a user decrypting a data. We
therefore observed that there is a balance among
computational overhead and access control granularity,
which is related closely to the mean of vulnerability.
However, the cost of computation by a sender for encryption
and by a user for decryption more efficient when compared
with other multi-authority schemes.
V. CONCLUSION
DTN application technologies are the best successful
solutions in military environments. They allow secure
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